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Editor's Note
socultures is connecting the world
with
21
cultural stories and collaborations.

Welcome to the new issue of SoCultures Magazine and we
promise it’s another wonderful issue. A new issue with
amazing stories about people, places, art, heritage, and
cultures, all curated from diverse backgrounds and
nationalities. There are hundreds of stories of
achievements, innovations, triumphs and trials,
inspirations waiting to be told and retold… The world with
its wisdom, charisma and mysteries never ceases to nurture
us! Enrich us! Enlighten us!
Well, it’s true when Louis V. Gerstner, Jr quipped that “It's
about communication. It's about honesty. It's about treating
people in the organization as deserving to know the facts. You
don't try to give them half the story. You don't try to hide the
story. You treat them as - as true equals, and you communicate
and you communicate and communicate.”
The cover story is on Thailand and its cultural, social,
educational, travel and bilateral relations with India and much
more. And when SoCultures Magazine explores and seeks why
Thailand is also known as “The Land of smiles”, “The Kitchen
of the World” and why its such a sought-after global
destination for startups and investments, it’s thrilling to unfold
the facts, myths and logics, aspects, great to know better its

www.socultures.com

people and culture. Yes, there is so much to learn from each
other.
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Editor's Note
SOCULTURES IS CONNECTING THE WORLD WITH
21
CULTURAL STORIES AND COLLABORATIONS.
There is also a detailed interview with Nupur Tron, who is
building bridges between East and West with cultures . She
is an Ambassadress of Art and Culture for India in France for
the Chambre de Commerce and for Drives Des St Tropez
also Founder-Director, Foundation Frison Horta. Find out in
this exclusive interview, why people call her, Mme
Patrimoine!
Thailand and India have been historically and culturally
linked centuries ago… References are found in ancient
Indian literature about Thailand as Suvanabhumi or the
Golden land. In 329 BC, Emperor Ashoka sent Sona and
Uttra to Suvanabhumi to spread the message of Buddhism.
The influence of Pali and Sanskrit on the Thai language has
been considerable.
The “8Gems of Thailand” story chronicles the eight
wonderful aspects of Thai life.
If music, rhythms, lyrics, instruments, beats add smiles,
beauty and melodies to the life, then “SoCultures World of
Music” treats you with interesting music stories from all over
the world. This issue is featuring Mexican music journey
wrtten by Ponxo Taiffa who loves the world music…
Heritage, art, and different countries…meet Aakshat Sinha,
the artist who is painting friendships and art collaborations
between different countries especially India and Russia.
Making this world a beautiful world a better place …creating
awareness of inspiring creative cultural personalities and
creating the possibilities of collaborations, SoCultures wishes
all happy reading.

RAKHEE KAUSHIK
Editor-in-Chief
www.socultures.com
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A follow up on the 2017 activity to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the visit to Siam of
“Gurudev” Rabindranath Tagore, jointly held by the Royal Thai Embassy in New Delhi and
the Sahitya Akademi (the National Academy of Letters of India), on Tuesday, 5 February
2019, Mr. Apirat Sugondhabhirom, representing the Royal Thai Embassy, called on Dr. K.
Sreenivasa Rao, Secretary of the Academy to present the framed Bengali version of the
Gurudev’s two poems dedicated to Siam (Thailand) to the Academy.
On this occasion, Mr. Apirat was accompanied by Prof. Dr. Satya Vrat Shastri, Sahitya
Akademi’s Fellow and former instructor of Sanskrit to HRH Princess Maha Chakri
Sirindhorn of Thailand. Rabindranath Tagore, the great poet of Bengal, India, and Asia, who
was also recognized as a Nobel Prize Laureate and one of the world’s greatest poets, went to
Thailand (then called Siam) during 8-16 October 1927 in one of his many overseas journeys
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The Indian Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, meeting the Prime Minister of
Thailand, Gen. Prayut Chan-O-Cha, on the sidelines of the 4th BIMSTEC Summit,
in Kathmandu, Nepal on August 31, 2018. On 31 August 2018, at 10:00 hrs, at
Soaltee Crowne Plaza Hotel, Kathmandu, Nepal. Prime Minister General Prayut
Chan-O- Cha of Thailand had a bilateral discussion with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi of the Republic of India, during their attendance to the 4th Bay of Bengal
Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC)
Summit in Kathmandu.

Thailand thanked India for the offer of assistance to rescue trapped footballers in
Chiang Rai cave.
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28 July

is

the

Royal

Birthday

Anniversary

of

His

Majesty

King

Maha

Vajiralongkorn Bodindradebayavarangkun, or Rama X, the present monarch of
Thailand. On this occasion, the Royal Thai Embassy in New Delhi invites readers
to explore the historical and civilizational links between the Thai Kings, the Royal
Family of Thailand, and India.
The relationship between Thailand and India is deep-rooted, long-standing and
multi-dimensional, ranging from the ties among the peoples, governments, armed
forces, businesses, scholars and educators, to the bond India has had with the Thai
Monarchy.
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On 18 March 2018, H.E. Mrs. Busaya Mathelin, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Thailand co-chaired the 5th Thailand – India Foreign
Office Consultations (FOC) with H.E. Mrs. Vijay Thakur Singh, Secretary (East), Ministry
of External Affairs of India, at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Both sides discussed and
agreed upon ways to further strengthen Thailand – India cooperation at all levels and in all
dimensions.

The Namaste Thailand Festival 2018, from 9-11 March, organised by the Royal Thai
Embassy, New Delhi, at Select Citywalk, successfully came to an end after three days of
exciting and fun-filled shows. One of the main attractions of the festival was the workshop
area where several activities took place. It included fruit and vegetable carving
demonstration. The carving displayed neatness, precision and personal ability of the Thai
artists. Thai artists and their mulberry paper (sa) fans and umbrellas came all the way from
Chiang Mai, Thailand, for a special workshop at the fest.
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“Mudmee: A Shared Silk Heritage”
Exhibition was organized

on Friday 10

August 2018. The Royal Thai
Embassy, in collaboration with the
National Museum, New Delhi and the
Thai Khadi Research Institute,
Thammasat University, organized a
special exhibition “Mudmee: A Shared
Silk Heritage” at the National Museum,
New Delhi.“Mudmee: A Shared Silk
Heritage” is an exhibition on Mudmee
silk which features around 50 pieces of
old and new Mudmee silk from
Thailand, and a few dresses and
accessories made from Thai Mudmee
silk, along with a selection of Indian
Ikat silk from the collection of the
National Museum, New Delhi

His Late Majesty King Bhumibol
Adulyadej, Rama IX of Thailand, who
passed away on 13 October 2016, had
made a lifetime dedication to the
improvement of his people’s livelihood
and the sustainable development of his
nation. Hailed as “the World’s most hardworking monarch” and “the Development
King”, the King’s vision, based on his
own lifelong experiences and Buddhist
inspiration, has been called “Sufficiency
Economy Philosophy (SEP)”. This
framework philosophy, stressing on
responsible consumption, awareness,
reasonableness and resilience, and a more
balanced, holistic and sustainable
approach to development, had guided His
Majesty’s development works in Thailand
for many decades, and is now his living
legacy not only to the Thai nation, but to
humanity as a whole. Now its available in
Hindi too.
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On 25 January 2018, the eve of the 69th Republic Day of India, the
Government of India announces that ten outstanding ASEAN personalities will
be awarded the prestigious Padma Shri Award in March this year.

For

Thailand, the Award will be offered to His Holiness Somdet Phra
Ariyawongsagatayarn (Amborn Ambaro), the 20th Supreme Patriarch of
Thailand, and currently the Kingdom’s highest spiritual leader of all Thai
Buddhists.

Pics and Info Credits: Royal Thai Embassy in India
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THAILAND
&
INDIA
BUSINESS

THAILAND: THE
GLOBAL ATTRACTION
FOR STARTUPS

THAILAND IS CATCHING ALL THE ATTENTION OF STARTUPS
GLOBALLY AS A PLACE OF TREMENDOUS GROWTH AND POTENTIAL.

EXCLUSIVE

GLOBAL
DESTINATION

STRATEGIC LOCATION
The strategic game changer of
Southeast Asia, Thailand has its
location a big attraction for the
investors in multiple business areas. A

THAILAND IS MAKING ALL
THE RIGHT MOVES

gateway to Asia, it’s at the center of
most ASEAN countries sharing borders
with Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and
Vietnam etc and they all are emerging
markets with tremendous growth
potential and Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Singapore on the south with pretty
clued in population eyeing the global
expansion with good consumption,
purchasing power.
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MULTICULTURAL
SOCIETY
Thailand has an apt mind-set and system
to respond to cultural and religious
diversity. It’s not about mere tolerance
but enjoying global vibes and
international influences.

HIGH STANDARD OF
LIVING
Thailand’s attraction as the “Kitchen of the
World”, “The Land of Smiles” means an
abundance of all types of foods, great
connectivity in quality transport, fantastic
living standards, technical and digital
advantages which make the chaotic world of
startups easier.
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BUSINESS

FOUR OBJECTIVES
OF THAILAND 4.0
Four Objectives of Thailand 4.0
1. Economic prosperity: Growth by innovation, technology and
creativity, research to increase economic growth rate to 5-6%
within five years and increase national income per capita 15,000
USD by 2032.
2. Social well-being to create a model of an inclusive society

THAILAND 4.0
Thailand 4.0 is an
economic model
addressing
several economic
challenges to
open the doors of
holistic growth of
the country.

that moves forward realizing its full potential of all members of
society.
3. Raising human values to transform Thai people as
“competent human beings!” Other objectives include raising
Thailand HDI from 0.722 to 0.8, to rank in top 50 countries
within ten years, have at least five top-ranking Thai universities
in the world.
4. Environmental protection to become a more climateconscious and low carbon society. Also plans to create ten
world-class cities and no terrorism policies.
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SUPPORTING STARTUPS
WITH SMART VISA
PROJECT AND TAX
EXEMPTIONS
Super advantages for people with the Smart Visa project
are five-year exemption from corporate income tax for
startups, an eight-year tax exemption for co-working
spaces and a 10-year tax exemption for venture capital
firms. Also regular sessions between government
officials and entrepreneurs, great infrastructure,
equipped airports, and updated policies to drive
investment in manufacturing.
For more info:
http://newdelhi.thaiembassy.org/en/2018/02/thailandssmart-visa-programme-apply/
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COOPERATION
THAILAND & INDIA

SCI BUZZ >

THAILAND & INDIA

4
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THAILAND & INDIA

INDIA’S ECONOMIC AND
COMMERCIAL
RELATIONS WITH
THAILAND ARE
ROOTED IN HISTORY.

BILATERAL
RELATIONS
T

Thailand is the second largest economy
in the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and the Greater
Mekong Subregion (GMS).
With a Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
of US$ 504.9 billion in 2018, Thosaporn
Sirisamphand, the NESDC’s SecretaryGeneral was quoted in the

DETAIL >

“bangkokpost”, “The economy of
Thailand is projected to grow in the
range of 3.5% to 4.5% range. Asia
Times reported that, “After nearly five
years, Thailand’s economic
fundamentals are strong across the
board. In 2018, Thailand recorded a
current account surplus of 7.4 percent of
gross domestic product (GDP), equal to
$37 billion, and piled up foreign
reserves of $202 billion.”
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o In the ASEAN region, Thailand ranks

27

as India’s 5th largest trading partner

o India’s economic and commercial relations with

after Singapore, Vietnam, Indonesia and

Thailand are rooted in history. India and Thailand
Malaysia.

India’s ‘Look East’ policy (since 1993) now called

‘Act East’ and Thailand’s ‘Look West’ policy

(since 1996) now called ‘Act West” robustly

building-up the bilateral relations including

economic & commercial ties.

o Two-way trade in 2018 totaled US $ 12.46

BILATERAL RELATIONS

celebrated 70 years of diplomatic relations in 2017.
o The fast growing Indian market remains

attractive for Thai investors, given the vast

opportunities available in infrastructure

sector, tourism and retail industries. India

continues to remain an interesting market

for export of goods from Thailand.

o

Currently, Thai goods have benefited

from tax reduction under ASEAN-India

billion, with about US $7.60 billion in Thai exports
FTA in Goods, which came into effect

to India and US $ 4.86 billion in Indian exports to

from 01 January, 2010 and resulted to the

Thailand.

flow of more goods into Indian market.

o

An Early Harvest Scheme (EHS),

covering 82 products (now 83 products)

under the proposed India-Thailand FTA, in

place since September 2004, has already

resulted in phenomenal growth in our

bilateral trade.

As a result of the reduced tariff rates and

new initiatives adopted by both the

countries, trade between two countries

increased manifold in recent years.

Bilateral Trade has multiplied eight times

since 2000 to reach US$ 12.46 billion in

2018.
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T H A I L A N D
&
I N D I A

ECONOMIC

1. Economic & commercial linkages form an important aspect of Thailand’s
partnership with India.
2.The Trade figure in 2014 includes Thai exports worth 5.62 billion USD and Thai
imports worth 3.04 billion USD.

India ranks 10th as export destination for Thailand

and overall 16th trading partner of Thailand.
3. Early Harvest Scheme (EHS) under the Framework Agreement for Establishing Free
Trade Area between Thailand and India which was signed in October 2003 plays very
important role.
4. At present, Thailand and India are in a process of negotiating a comprehensive FTA,
covering trade in goods, investment, services and economic cooperation.
5. Major items of Thai exports to India include: chemicals; plastics and articles;

gems

and jewelry; A/C and A/C parts; internal combustion engine with piston; auto and auto
parts; iron, steel and products thereof; rubbers; electrical machinery and parts;

VAGABOND CUSTOMS' CHIEF MECHANIC

computers and computer parts.

6. Major items of Thai imports from India include: chemicals; boats and floating

MARKUS LANE

constructions; auto parts; electrical machinery and parts; precious, semi-precious

stones, silver and gold; plants and products of plants; ore, remnant of iron and products
thereof; iron, steel and products thereof; medicinal & pharmaceutical products; thread
and fiber.

Artistry Meets Precision

Article and information: embassyofindiabangkok.gov.in
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THAILAND & INDIA

CULTURAL relations
• I S S U
E •

o Thailand and India have been historically and
culturally linked centuries ago. References are
found in ancient Indian literature about Thailand

In 2003, the Prime Ministers of both sides

as Suvanabhumi or the Golden land. Ramakien, a

agreed to set up Thai and Indian Cultural

Thai national epic is said to be gathered

Centers in both countries.

influences from Ramayana and there are

o An Indian Studies Center at Thammasat
University and Sanskrit Center at Silpakorn

noticeable alikeness to

Thai literature, art and

University were also established in 2003 to
drama. Thai and India people share symmetry

spread the knowledge about India to a wide

and congruity in their socio-cultural habits and

scope of the Thai public.

festivals.

o The Royal Thai Embassy in New Delhi

o A Cultural Agreement between Thailand and
India was signed in April 1977 to strengthen

also plays its part in creating awareness of
the close linkages in historical and cultural
aspects existing between the two countries.

these age-old cultural ties.

o Since 2005, the Embassy has organized a

o Later on, in 2007, the Executive Programme of

series of annual seminar on Indo-Thai

Cultural Exchange between the two governments

Historical and Cultural linkages alternately

came into existence.

in India and Thailand.
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INVESTMENTS

Potential Investment
Areas
Alternative Energy, Automotive Industry,
Automotive Electronics, Auto Parts, Electronics
Industry, Food Industry, Organic Chemicals,
Natural Rubber Industry, Software Industry, Yacht
Building, Electrical & Electronics, Chemicals,
Transportation & Trading Industry, Textiles, Spa,
Real Estate, Gems & Jewellery, Food Processing,
Automotive Industry, amongst others.
The Royal Thai Embassy in New Delhi, together
with Thai government agency representations all
over India creating strong ties with several
activities, events like from business seminars on
economic cooperation, business road shows as
well as the annual events to promote Thai
businesses and culture such as “Destination
Thailand” to cultural events,

o Thai business groups in India include
leading Thai companies in the fields of
Agro-processing, construction,
automotive, engineering and banking.
o Prominent Thai companies active in
India include Charoen Pokphand (CP)
Group, Italian-Thai Development (ITD),
Delta Electronics, Rockworth Office
Furniture, Krung Thai Bank, Thai

o The Embassy also runs a website
www.thaiindia.net. to provide latest news and
analyses on business opportunities in both

Summit Auto, Pruksa Real Estate, Thai
Airways International, and SCG
Trading.

countries.
o Thailand’s investment in India ranks 35th and
4th within ASEAN, after Singapore, Indonesia,

o Indo Rama group, the Aditya Birla
Group, Tata Group, Ranbaxy, Dabur,
Lupin, NIIT doing business in Thailand

and Malaysia.
o “The Thailand based companies see good

and reflecting the diverse sectors of

opportunity here and looking to invest around

interest, which are chemicals, textiles,

USD 3 billion by 2020. The fast growing Indian

pharmaceuticals, steel, automotive, and

market remains attractive for Thai investors given

IT.

the opportunities in green and brown field projects

Rama have had business presence in

including energy, infrastructure and metals,” Thai

Thailand for several decades. The Tata

Trade Centre executive director and consul

group has growing business interest in

Suwimol Tilokruangchai had said at

Thailand. Info from

the “3-day

Thailand Week 2018” held at Mumbai.

Groups like Aditya Birla and Indo

www.thaiindia.net

“Thailand based companies see a big potential in
Indian energy, metals as well as infrastructural
facilities,” she added in an interview with an
Indian daily.
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DOING
BUSINESS
THE WORLD BANK GROUP 2018 REPORT ON ‘EASE OF DOING BUSINESS’ RANKS
THAILAND 26 OUT OF 190 AND RANKS THAILAND NO. 26 IN DB 2018 DISTANCE TO
FRONTIER (DTF)[2]. MORE IMPORTANTLY, THAILAND WAS RANKED FIRST IN US
NEWS BEST COUNTRIES TO START A BUSINESS AMONG 80 COUNTRIES
· Thailand has signed FTAs with
numerous trading partners

·Smart Visa program is an initiative to attract or invest in the
targeted “10 S-Curve” industries for EEC, along with
feasible investment incentives to facilitate foreign investors

worldwide, to enhance free and fair

in the Kingdom of Thailand.

global trade.

·The distance to frontier (DTF) measure shows the distance

· This includes investments in

of each economy to the “frontier”.

Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC)
These provinces are turning into a
hub to be completed by 2021, for

An economy’s distance to

frontier is decided on a scale from 0 to 100, where 0
represents the lowest performance and 100 represents the
frontier. The ease of doing business ranking ranges from 1 to
190. Thailand is at 77.

technological manufacturing and
services with strong connectivity to
its ASEAN neighbors by land, sea
and air. According to Thailand’s
Board of Investment (BOI), the
EEC has attracted US$9.3 billion in
promised FDI by January 1, 2018

Some important links:
https://thaiembdc.org/trade-with-thailand/
https://www.thaitradefair.com/
http://thaiembdc.org
https://www.thaitrade.com/
https://www.thailandtourismdirectory.go.th/en
/home
24
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C O O P E R A T I O N
I N
T H E
F I E L D
O F
E D U C A T I O N

EDUCATION

o An MOU on Cooperation in the
field of education between
Thailand and India was signed in
2005 during an official visit to
India of Thai Prime Minister.
o The regular exchange of scholars,
professors, researchers and experts
in the field of mutual interests, such
as IT, Computer Science, Science
and Technology.
o Presently, there are over 1,500
Thai scholars and monks who have
studied IT, Computer Science,
Engineer, Philosophy, Buddhism
and Sanskrit language, mainly in
Pune, Darjeeling, Bangalor,
Kolkata and Delhi.

SOME IMPORTANT LINKS:
HTTPS://THAIEMBDC.ORG/TRADE-WITH-THAILAND/
HTTPS://WWW.THAITRADEFAIR.COM/
HTTP://THAIEMBDC.ORG
HTTPS://WWW.THAITRADE.COM/
HTTPS://WWW.THAILANDTOURISMDIRECTORY.GO.TH/EN/HOME

Pics Credits: Wikipedia, Pixabay
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THAILAND AND INDIA
CULTURE

THAILAND CULTURAL
CENTER

A MAJESTIC CULTURAL
POWERHOUSE

Khon, Thai classical dance/ credit: By Robert at w:Picasa , wikimedia
THAILAND CULTURAL

MAJESTIC FOUNDATION:

CENTRE, IS THE

TCC, founded on 19th July 1983, is

CENTRAL POWERHOUSE

located in Bangkok in Thailand. The

OF THE CULTURAL
PRESERVATION AND
CULTURAL
PROLONGING NOT ONLY
IN ITS NATIVE
COUNTRY BUT
INTERNATIONALLY
TOO. A BUZZING PLACE
TO HELD EXHIBITION

Ministry of Education had taken the
responsibility to build TCC with the
help from the Japanese government.
And it embarked on the road of
cutting edge innovation in culture and
inspiration resource of creativity.
On 1st April 1985, Her Royal
Highness Princess Maha Chakri

AND PERFORMANCES

Sirindhorn laid the foundation stone

SUCH AS CONCERT,

and named this place “Thailand

THEATER AND ALSO A

Cultural Centre”. Then, on 9th

PLACE TO HELD

October 1987, the King officially

IMPORTANT MEETINGS.

opened the Thailand Cultural Centre.
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SHINING

BRIGHTLY

TCC is instrumental in cultivating and nurturing new unorthodox thinking
and foster new dimensions in cultural education.

The whole experience at

TCC is like "aha" moments for the artistic cultural lovers.
It’s adding wings to the creative dreams and opportunities for youth and
creative people. who want to rent the venue to show their talents including
all the international meetings.
The several buildings inside the TCC showcase the entire world of
interesting creative aspects of life. Beautifully divided such as the main
auditorium, theater, library, language room and the audiovisual aids room,.
It’s all spectacular. The Thai Museum is gorgeous, the Social Education and
Exhibition Building accommodates a cultural library and the Thai Life
Permanent Exhibition. There is also a Japanese Pavilion and a Thai Pavilion

SHINING PERFECTLY
T C C

I S

I N S T R U M E N T A L

A N D

I N

N U R T U R I N G

U N O R T H O D O X

C U L T I V A T I N G

N E W

T H I N K I N G

Krabi krabong practitioners with Thai swords (daab)/ credit: By Kru
Tony MoorePics Credits: Wikipedia
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THAILAND & INDIA
CULTURE CLUES

.99

THAI
CULTURE
A photo of part of the crowd attending the
cremation of Chan Kusalo (the Buddhist
"archbishop" of Northern Thailand) at Wat
Chedi Luang in Chiang Mai. Chan Kusalo,
November 26, 1917

SO WHAT IS THAI CULTURE? DIVIJA GUPTA GIVES SOME CLUES ABOUT THAI
CULTURE.

SO WHAT IS THAI
CULTURE?
BY

DIVIJA GUPTA

If you are planning for a trip to Thailand and don’t
.
want to feel stranger or out of the league, then do
give a read to these fun and interesting facts
about the Thai culture which will surely amaze
you.
Before taking up much of your time, let’s head to
fun facts about Thailand and the Thai culture:
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Buddhism is the most
practiced
religion/philosophy in
the country with almost
95% Buddhists, though
Islam (4%) and
Christianity (1%) too
are followed.
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EVERY COUNTRY, EVERY
NATION HAS ITS OWN
CULTURE, TRADITION AND
CUSTOMS. FOR PEOPLE
LIVING THERE, IT IS
SOMETHING THEY HAVE
SEEN WHILE GROWING UP.
BUT FOR OTHERS, COULD
SOUND A BIT STRANGE
AND COME AS CULTURE
SHOCK.
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Though this is somewhat
universal, but the general rule of
dating in Thailand is that the man
would pay unless you go in a
group to split the bill or have your
birthday wherein customary, you
would pay the entire bill.

The BTS Skytrain is an elevated rapid transit
system in Bangkok/ wikipedia
Its fine if your

Thai

host accept your gift
and prefer to keep at
a corner, don’t feel
offended because they

Thai people in general, dont
like to show off

when it comes

to showing affection or PDA in

see it as disrespectful
to unwrap the gift in
front of the guest.

public towards opposite
gender. Though in Bangkok,
couples can be seen indulging
in some like holding hands or
just hugging.
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There are a lot of taboos around pregnancy

Last but not the least, if you are a true

like not visiting the sick, not eating chilies as
visiting a sick could make your child sick or
chilies are not good for a baby’s health.

religious person, then Thailand is like a
heaven for you as it has about 35,000
temples in its vicinity. And visiting them
requires one to be dressed modestly.

Generous, respectful
and considerate, Thai

Alas! There are a lot more fun facts to

people are kind when

consider when it comes to Thailand and

it comes to strangers.

their culture. If practiced religiously

Their humbleness

can

be seen in the

without questioning, everything has a

greetings. Usually

meaning and a thought behind it. Have a

they duck down

great trip the next time you plan to visit

slightly when passing
in front of two people

Thailand!

conversing, or
blocking a person’s
vision even for a split
second.

PICS

CREDITS:

FLICKR,

WIKIPEDIA
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THAILAND & INDIA
CULTURE

VINTAGE
CULTURAL HUB!
BANGKOK 1899!
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BANGKOK 1899

Designed by an Italian architect

Mario Tamagno (under King Rama

What better way to fulfill the

VI), this historic location (originally

dream of the late visionary! And

built in 1899) is the former home of

the descendents of family of Chao

Chao Phraya Thammasakmontri. He

Phraya Thammasakmontri ensured

is considered Thailand’s father of

that the dreams of late educator are

modern education.

preserved best way possible. It

Bangkok 1899, a new cultural and civic

also has found huge support. The

hub opened on Feb 19th, at this artistic,

vintage house opened under the

architectural marvel heritage house,

name of "Bangkok 1899".

located in Bangkok's old town. With

It is operated by “Creative

delicate avant-garde Italian’s

Migration” and supported by “The

architectural influences of that time,

Rockefeller Foundation” and

delicate Stucco designs and patterns,

“Ford Motor Company Fund”. The

this vintage house is a visual treat. One

project also has support from the

can’t resist appreciate the smooth,

Royal Society....

decorative transition from walls to
ceiling, pillars everywhere.
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Chao Phraya
Thammasakmontri

18

Born over 140 years ago,
Sanan Thephasadin Na
Ayutthaya, Chao Phraya
Thammasakmontri
(1 January 1877-1
February 1943), was one of
the visionary educators,
writer and senior
government officer of
Siam, Thailand. He helped
to build Chulalongkorn
University, the country's
first such institution and is
considered an exponent of
the contemporary
education in Thailand.

Bangkok 1899, a new cultural and civic hub
opened on Feb 19th at this artitistic,
architectural marvel heritage house
located in Bangkok's old town.

Pongprom "Joe" Yamarat,
46, great-grandson of Chao
Phraya Thammasakmontri
said in an interview with
one leading daily, "My
great-grandfather had the
idea of using education as a
mean for progress.”
Creative Migration says…

Creative

Migration developed Bangkok 1899
with the mission to advance cultural
diplomacy through the three pillars of
art, public engagement and
sustainability. With emphasis on
inclusive, accessible and
relationship-driven programming,
with perusal on engage in lost art of
leisure and spontaneous discussions.
The activities all revolve around the

Ro Th
Fo cke e
Se un fel
d
l
at rvic atio er
e
Ba
D n
18 ngk ay
99 ok
Pics credits https://www.facebook.com/Bangkok1899/photos

theme of education, such as art,
cultural exhibitions and projects
related to social innovation.
It works mainly on three primary
stands: Transmedia Projects; Sitespecific, Temporary Installations;
and Artist Residencies & Creative
Hubs.
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THAILAND CULTURE

THAILAND &
INDIA
SPIRITUAL
TATTOOS!

TATTOOS!
TRENDS!
THAILAND!

TATTOOS OR BODY
ART
In a book, “100 years of
Tattoo”, Dr. David McComb
writes, “Tattoos have always
gone in and out of fashion

Wat Bang : Hlwong Pi Nan tattooing at Wat
Bang Phra Temple
credit: Sakyant at English Wikipedia

USUALLY TATTOOS ARE
INKED BASED ON THE
HYPE OR LATEST
TRENDS, BUT NOT IN
THAILAND. TATTOOS
ARE ALSO
SPIRITUAL..SAYS DIVIJA
GUPTA.

throughout history. The best
example is that back in the
early 1900s there was a craze
in high society for tattoos.
Famously, Winston Churchill’s
mother had a snake tattooed
around her wrist.”

Earlier, Buddhist monks used to engrave tattoos on warriors to protect them, to give
them strength and ward off any negative energy during the battle and in general too.
These ancient tattoos are called Sak Yant with Sak meaning “to tap” in Thai and
Yant meaning “sacred geometry” in Sanskrit. That is the reason why these tattoos are
not etched by a machine, instead by a sharpened bamboo stick dipped in ink with the
prayers of monks.
It is believed that this tattoo etching process is much painful than the usual process
because it aims at spirituality and not fad.
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THE FIVE LINE SAK YANT
One of the most three common
Sak Yant’s is being tattooed by
the monks at the monastery!Hah
Taew, represents five yants or
magical spells

It’s said to bring

back luck, give protection
against evil powers and bad
fortune, bring good fortune and
bestow charisma against the
opposite sex. It was created in
ancient Khom language by a

TNAY
KAS ENIL EVIF EHT AKA
WEAT HAH TNAY KAS

SAK YANT HAH TAEW AKA

Buddhist monk named Kruba
Kam about 700 years ago.

Pic credits: https://www.sakyantchiangmai.com

TNAY KAS
SKAEP ENIN EHT AKA
TNAY KAS DROY OAG

GAO YORD SAK YANT AKA
THE NINE PEAKS SAK YANT
This nine peaked Gao Yord Sak or
Master Yant is a most sacred Buddhist
tattoo and also significant as it
represents the nine peaks of the mythical
mountain of the Gods, Mount Meru. The
Gao Yord Yant has 9 Buddhas
represented, with each Buddha bestowing
special powers or spells.
It too brings luck and prosperity but is
more powerful than the first one. It is
believed that the bearer of this tattoo
wields authority over others and it helps
him/her improve their popularity and
brings them closer to their destiny.
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PAED TIDT SAK YANT AKA THE
EIGHT DIRECTIONS SAK YANT

of Buddha’s teachings which
are grouped based on three
ovals that are believed to
increase in size from the
top.Written in ancient Khmer
script known as Khom, it has
sacred Geometric Yant
containing eight Mantras
written in two concentric
circles In Thailand.

People

TNAY KAS SNOITCERID
THGIE EHT AKA
TNAY KAS TDIT DEAP

Represents the eight divisions

believe that this tattoo

all negativity. .

TNAY KAS NAMUNAH

provides them protection from

. sak yant performed in thailand by ajarn nakhon pathom, bottom
tattoo by Jirst tattoo pattaya and middle tattoo apple ink pattaya
Credit: wikipedia

HANUMAN SAK YANT
Hanuman, a legendary character
and part of Hindu’s epic
Ramayana signifies courage,
wit and immense strength
throughout the narration by
Valmiki. As Ramayana has been
retold in various Southeast
Asian countries including
Thailand, that’s the reason why
Muai Thai and martial artists
get it tattooed.
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Pics credits: pinterest

All pictures are for representation only.
Pics Credits: Wikipedia

THE ROYAL
SYMPHONY
WELCOME TO THE ROYAL
BANGKOK SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

THE BANGKOK SYMPHONY MUSIC
SCHOO (BSS) WAS ESTABLISHED
IN 1996, AS A PROJECT OF THE
BANGKOK SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA FOUNDATION,
UNDER THE ROYAL PATRONAGE
OF THE ROYAL HIGHNESS CROWN
PRINCE MAHA VAJIRALONGKORN
AND HER ROYAL HIGHNESS
PRINCESS

SIRIVANNAVARI

NARIRATANA.

MUSIC HAS THE POWER
TO CHANGE THE
WORLD.
The BSS is brining the world of music together. It
is creating opportunities, platforms and exposure
for the music talents, connecting the legendary
world-class musicians with music students and
music lovers. Welcome to the world of symphonies,
melodies and music! Welcome to RBSO!
The music buffs can explore musical instruments,
concerts, performances, music related lessons,
music theories, ensemble training.

Teaching staff

includes: RBSO's Concert-master and leading
members, also guest teachers from abroad.
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Royal Highness
Crown Prince
Maha
Vajiralongkorn
and Her Royal
Highness
Princess
Sirivannavari
Nariratana
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OBJECTIVES:
Music has power to transform. It acts like therapy too. One can be
creative, feel pleasant, find an ability to express their emotions, Music is
an extremely unique way to develop the capability of memorizing and
boost the self confidence too.

To provide education in stringed musical instruments (violin, viola,
cello, bass) instruments used in orchestras and other musical instruments
such as piano, guitar for youths and those interested in general, not
limited to age.

To bring music into mainstream!!! Be a wonderful platform and build a
good foundation for young people who are interested in continuing to
study music at a high level.

Pic credits: https://www.facebook.com/royalbangkoksymphony
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“JUST WHEN YOU THINK WE'RE
LIVING IN A LITTLE BIT OF A
DIVIDED WORLD, MUSIC BRINGS
US TOGETHER.” LUIS FONSI
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PERFOR
MANCE

S

Yes, RBSO presents and performs an array of music
programs, concerts, music contests…
"Romantic Variations" Valentine’s Day could never be
celebrated better.
RBSO meticulously designed program which had
appropriately pitched emotional content and masterworks.
It beautifully and so artistically imbibed the contrasting
elements from Russia, France and England, and resonated
with universal theme of sentimental love.
Concert in the Park:
Listening, playing and enjoying the music under the sky,
amidst vast green expanse of green nature…. The Royal
Bangkok Symphony Orchestra serenades the city’s parkgoers with a free concert series every season. Every series
charms the music lovers with legendary melodies, classic
songs, and music reminiscent of the bygone era to
contemporary compositions. The music buffs find more
reasons to plan their Sunday picnics in the park.
Violin Contests
Where contestants participate in the Violin contests and play
Mozart, Beethoven, Haydn, Bruch, and Saint-Saëns to win
the competition. It’s indeed a great exposure to the young
talents.
Pics Credits: https://www.facebook.com/royalbangkoksymphony, Wikipedia
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CULTURE
CAFE
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CULTURE
CURATORS

BUILDING
BRIDGES
TO
CONNECT
THE
WORLD
WITH
CULTURES

GOODWILL CULTURAL
AMBASSADRESS
NUPUR TRON
THE WORLD IS CONSTANTLY ON THE MOVE AND EVOLVING AND SO
IS THE MIX OF PEOPLE WITH ALL SORTS OF DIFFERENT SOCIOECONOMIC AND CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS. THE WORLD ALSO HAS
INSPIRING PERSONALITIES LIKE NUPUR TRON WHO ARE BUILDING
BRIDGES AND CONNECTING THE WORLD TO MAKE IT A BETTER AND
BEAUTIFUL PLACE FOR ALL..

FOUNDER OF FOUNDATION FRISON HORTA,
CREATOR OF HAUTE JEWELRY “NUPUR-PARIS”
AND ALSO WORKING EXTENSIVELY IN THE
FIELD OF HERITAGE & CULTURE.
NUPUR TRON TALKS WITH SOCULTURES!

ART

CULTURE

HERITAGE
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BUILDING BRIDGES
BUILDING CONNECTIONS
Nupur wears weighty titles with charismatic
countenance. She’s been vested with —
Ambassadress of Art and Culture for India in
France for the Chambre de Commerce and for
Drives Des St Tropez. Nupur, is also an acclaimed
Indian jewellery designer retailing jewellery at Le
Bon Marché in Paris, she is also an influential voice
to bring spotlight on Indian ancient jewellery craft.
Nupur is also credited with reviving 125-years-old
building with Art Nouveau architectural style and
cultural events. No surprise, people call her, Mme
Patrimoine!

"AS THE FOUNDER AND
DIRECTOR OF THE
FOUNDATION, I WILL BE
CURATING EXPOSITIONS,
EVENTS AND
CONVERSATIONS IN ART
AND CULTURE,” SAYS
NUPUR, THE DEHRADUNBORN RAJPUT GIRL OF
ROYAL LINEAGE.
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Since many years Nupur Tron is involved in several environment-friendly projects too.
Some of them are The Bishnoi Project “Eco Warriors from Rajasthan” campaign, “No to
Plastic Bags” followed by exposition in the museum of Mehrangargh Fort Jodhpur.
The prestigious Sotheby’s under the Prince Albert of Monaco Foundation had auctioned
her handcrafted ‘Saker Falcon’ pendant. She was chosen as the top three people/ creator
amongst thirty-seven other creators from around the world.
''Saker Falcon’ was chosen as the creation since this bird defines beauty and strength.
The pièce is a symbol of 'EmbracingThe Globe'!
It’s always a pleasure to get insights, views and knowledge from the luminous
dignitaries, SoCultures presents a detailed interview with Nupur Tron…
You are the Founder of Foundation Frison Horta, Creator of Haute Jewelry “NupurParis” and you are working extensively in the field of Heritage & Culture. You are a
renowned Consultant in Luxury Life Style Art de Vivre…and you wear so many hats
with panache, we would like to know more about you?
I am a simple village girl globetrotting the world since a very young age. I always
wanted to learn all about the heritage, traditions and cultures, the world has to offer.
Born and raised in Dehradun, India until my High School, then I travelled the world.
New York became my home for nine years where I studied fashion marketing and
merchandising, later moved to Paris and it had been my home for the past thirteen years.
Brussels is my present residence.
You have lived in entire world - Europe, Paris, India and Brussels…how do find
cultural spectacles in different places?
My friend says, “You can take the girl out of India but not India out of the girl!” No
matter wherever you are, if your spirit and conscious is open, you will find yourself
surrounded by cultural spectacles all around you… I am lucky to be in places where art,
heritage and culture remain the focal Point of their society’s evolution. Paris and New
York are so unique in their own right. Paris is a city of museums and creative
kaleidoscope of cultural musings.
Brussels is an utterly old school extremely academic and scientific but very important.
It has most influential and important institutions annual fairs and a hub for contemporary
and ancient antique market.
I am very happy to be here it’s such a learning experience you are surrounded here by
incredible art collectors who have a massive and most impressive knowledge of world
heritage and culture.

Brussels is a learning laboratory for art and Heritage!
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As they say, roots are important! And it’s magnificent when the countries join hands
to create bigger and broader narratives together. Please share your views.
Roots are utterly important! Art and Culture is on a frequency that doesn’t need any
language. It’s like music that tunes us all in the delicate creative thread of profound
depth.
How cultures can be more useful to the society and economy of a country? Why
spotlight on cultures is important in these times?
Culture! It is the soul and pulse of the country that unites us on these very divided
times. Politically, we feel polarized in opinions and policies that handicap the society
to come on a common ground. Culture, on the contrary, unites us effortlessly, and it is
the window to trade and commerce of any society and economy.
How can art and cultures become a more powerful impact-driven movement worldwide?
It is one of the most important vehicle and driving force in bringing countries on a
platform that unites and bonds us all together. This leads in creating trade and
commerce and better economy.
Please share your works and profile as an Ambassadress of Art & Culture for India
in France with Chambre de Commerce.
That was years ago, when I was in Paris and destined, I created a bridge between India
and France with Art de Vivre (luxury lifestyle, art and culture) and had great fun doing
so for over 13 years. I consulted for groups like LVMH, Dom Pérignon, Le Bon
Marché, Kering and Boucheron in haute jewelry. Projects like “Bleu

de Jodhpur”

with Boucheron imbibing inspiration from Jodhpur family crafts and artisana from
Paris, “Jewels of India” With JJ Valaya , Indian designers project with Tranoi , and
launching “Elite model Look” in India which a is a household name today, bringing
dreams and opportunities for young youth to every corner of India..
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The house’s monumental staircase leads to the seven skies with seven
floors. The absolute unity of structure and

décor is just as heretical as

using ‘unsuitable' materials like concrete and iron to set off marble,
stained glass and precious hardwood. Iron metamorphosed form workhorse into butterfly pilasters and railings the gilded metal as delicate as
Filigree twisted gaily into configurations of the famous curves and
counter curve. The furnishing to flooring is in Mosaic embracing the
whole staircase with Frescos, Typically Horta!

"A house should not merely be a reflection of its owner’s life but should
itself represent portrait of him.” -Victor Horta

You had organized a conference on Art Nouveau in Mumbai, India
with Dr. Bhau Daji Lad Museum.
Oh! A historic moment between India and Belgium! As it was the first
time that a conference on Art Nouveau Horta was brought to India with
inspirations of India overwhelmingly present in “Maison Frison”.

The

public reaction has been overwhelmingly warm hence the conference will
be traveling to other parts of the world and Art Nouveau influential cities
across.
The haute Jewelry brand from Paris “Nupur-Paris”…
“Nupur-Paris” is a baby that is 13-years-old now. I started my career with
Le Bon Marchés, Paris.

It’s a high-end niche brand of fine haute jewelry

which has been retailed all across U S A, Europe and Asia with private
clientele.
How cultures can be more impactful especially in context of youth?
It’s so important to be open to the world especially in today’s era. It’s a
thriving digital age. Virtually it helps us to connect to far-off lands with
mystic tales and traditions of the past and helps us to understand the
evolution of humanity,
You are doing very important projects in Art Nouveau, an international
style born in Brussels.
People call me Mme Patrimoine! They say that I have opened the “Third
eye” of Belgium with Foundation Frision Horta and its deep-rooted
connection with India with Art Nouveau and Horta, its influence in the
Belle Époque (1871 to 1914), the founding father of Art Nouveau Victor
Pierre Horta which was never connected before.
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I WAS PART OF THE PRESIDENT SARKOZY’S STATE VISIT TO INDIA IN
2010. I REPRESENTED AS AN ONLY INDIAN FROM FRANCE AS A YOUNG
ENTREPRENEUR SUCCESS STORY FOR MY BRAND NUPUR – PARIS IN
HAUTE JEWELRY, RETAILED OUT OF LE BON MARCHÉ.

Can you share the insights of all artistic and

Foundation Frison Horta! Please share the works, this

cultural aspects of France and India and what

great foundation is doing in the field of reviving heritage,

more can be done to highlight their legacies and

culture.

bring these two great nations closer?
We are so connected in the art de métiers
(craftsmanship) since centuries. Missionaries from
the Court of Louise XIV of France have been
travelling for gems and jewels and textiles to India
for ages…Gastronomy, spices, music, art and the list
can go on… Connections are omnipresent all around
us. I think with “Bonjour India” and “Namaste
France”, several cultural manifestations that happen
in the yearly calendar.

Although, we need to have

more exchange programs in the universities and art
schools, colleges for the younger generations to
create a cultural bridge

Foundation Frison is a private living museum, one of its
kind connecting and stitching the fabric of past with the
future. It is a house of nature and light with flora & fauna
engulfing the whole house in the historical city centre of
Brussels. We are a cultural institution, centre for art, a living
museum, and an organic and alive cultural platform
conveying the heritage -tale of Brussels to a global
audience.

It is a historical landmark which showcases the

works of Horta with original furniture, art decorative,
murals and frescos, bringing it alive from the history as if
bringing back the soul of Horta through artistic dialogues
with multidisciplinary institutions and museums.
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ART
CULTURE
CURATORS

AAKSHAT
SINHA
AKSHAAT SINHA LIVES AND LOVES LIFE OF VARIED
COLOURS, CREATIVITY AND POSSIBILITIES. LITERALLY!
HE IS A CURATOR, ART MANAGER, ARTIST, WRITER AND
CHEF TOO. HE IS ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN DEVELOPING
RUSSIAN-INDIAN CULTURAL DIALOGUE.
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CULTURAL DIALOGUES
WITH ART
ART WITH
AAKSHAT SINHA
Impressed and curious to know, SoCultures prodded him
to express his views on cultures, art, collaborations,
youth and International art, heritage collaboration
projects.

Let’s start with cultures and its significant impact on the world… a more positive
and connected world.

Culture is a non-tangible phenomenon. Traditions alone don’t make the cultural fabric.
The threads of belief, desire, diversity, and contradictions knit together to form a sense
of cultural belonging to a certain region on the world map. The local climate decides the
life we lead. The strength of the sun, the wind and the rain-filled clouds create the
atmosphere for the food that grows, the fruits that ripen, and the festivals/celebrations
that unite.
It is only because there are alternate reflections of human success and sufferings that our
world is a rich diversity of cultures.

“I WANT THAT MY LIFE IS SO FULL OF
EXPERIENCES AND COLLABORATIONS
THAT I HAVE NO REGRETS WHEN I
CEASE TO EXIST. EXPERIMENTATION
IS THE KEY TO MY LIFE.”
HE BELIEVES.
How can youth be more connected with the cultural
knowledge in the times of work-stress and information
explosion?

Friendships and associations need time to build and the
networks allow for the bridges to form but seldom allow for
them to evolve.
It is important for the youth of today to use the technology to
read about diversities, sift through the fact and the fiction, and
to recognize the non-polarity of human thought. It is important
to travel, to meet people in person and to be open to challenge
blind faiths, be it your own or that of the others, in order to
engage with humanity in the true sense.
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IHow can we improve the cultural
bonds, collaboration and businesses?
A cultural bond can help create a fertile
platform for the feasibility of
collaborations and business exchanges. It
can create an ecosystem that is steeped in
trust and familiarity, enabling fruitful
collaborations. Business decisions are
often based on the gut feel of the partners
beyond the projections, figures, and
probable financial benefits. This comfort
feel is easily achieved through a cultural
familiarity.
Art and culture create a familiarity

Do you think that
Intercultural dialogue can

between communities and nations, and act

play a crucial part in

as powers of soft diplomacy.

preventing and ending
conflicts?

Nuclear abilities of nations
have made it a dangerous
proposition if understanding
of ‘the others’ is not based
on human attributes and
optimism. Geopolitical
diplomacy relies on dialogue
and cultural understanding
What are the new projects you are working

helps to de-alienate nations

on these days?

and perceived enemies.

I am consulting a few artists to prepare their

Diversity needs to be

solo shows to be held in the coming year. I am

welcomed with open arms.

also working on ‘I AM – Identity Art Marathon’

Most conflicts stem from

to be held in May-June 2019. There is also

unclear understanding of

preparation for a show of Indian Artists in

each other’s beliefs and/or

Russia early next year.

vested interests that exploit
communication gaps. For
better clarity and to bridge
gaps, intercultural dialogues
can play an intrinsic role and
crucially bring all under the
same ‘Vasudeva
kuttumbakkam’ (the whole
world is one family).
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Share your life journey with us…
I believe that one can know more about oneself by
exposing ourselves to diverse cultures, situations and
people.

I did my schooling in Delhi, went to Russia

on scholarship and completed my Masters in
Mechanical Engineering, returned to Delhi after
almost a decade in Moscow in 2000, got married in
2002 to my sweetheart (she’s a practicing Doctor and
was in the same University in Moscow), had my own

“TEMPLES
OF SPIRIT:
INDIA AND
RUSSIA”
You are an artist, curator and
arts manager who has been
actively involved in developing

consulting firm till 2006, completed a one year
Diploma in Fine arts and since 2009 have been in the

the India-Russia cultural
dialogue. From hosting the

creative space.
I only wish to collaborate more and experiment more
like I have in arts, comics, films, theatre and sports. I
am a foodie who loves to try new cuisines and cook as
well. I also bake (if time permits). I write poetry, short
stories and have been working on a novel for some

exhibition, “Temples of Spirit:
India and Russia” to
collaborative projects and art
exchanges like “Russian Atlantis”
….how it all become possible?

time now.
Your experiences, memories of your life at Delhi

My knowledge of Russian and my
desire to retain and expand my

Collage of Arts and Russian University…

relationship with Russia has

My schooling was at Delhi Public School. From there,

directed most of my curatorial work
to include Russia in one form or the

once I got a scholarship to study engineering, I
traveled to Russian People’s Friendship University,
Moscow. My experiences at the University and the life
in the hostel has sort of destined to who I am today. I
completed my Masters in 1998 and stayed on to work
in Moscow. I was heading the representative office of
a Dubai based textile firm till 2000. Back in India I
dabbled in many businesses till I started a Human

other. Russia is like a second
motherland to me. My desire to
create dialogues and collaborate
with different individuals from
different work streams has also
helped. I have been part of 2 short
movie projects, one of which
‘Nadezhda’ (a trilingual movie in

resource consultancy till I again felt the desire to
change the narrative of my life in 2006.. Art was a
chance experiment that was initiated by a canvas and
colours that I found lying around. I joined a weekend
course at the India Habitat Center in 2007-08 which
was conducted by Rohit Sharma. I felt pretty excited
towards painting and arts. I joined a one year full time
Diploma in Fine arts from Delhi Collage of Art (a
private institute). On the completion of the course I

Hindi, English and Russian) was
written and produced by me and
was screened at the 7th Film
Festival of films from CIS
countries and India held at RCSC,
New Delhi. I have also written an
illustrated book ‘Sasha and his
adventures’ in Russian.

was awarded the Best student’s trophy. I was a part of
I assisted Sputnik News to organize

many group shows after that while I tried to find
myself in the vast world of arts. I kept experimenting
with different art forms, collaborating with other
artists and learning through experience.

the Andrei Stenin International
Press Photography Contest
winners’ photo exhibition at
AIFACS in February 2019.
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Your solo show, “Those Golden Years”, “Textured Conscience”, to “The Drifting Canvas”…

I sponsored and organized the debut solo show of Rajeev Semwal in 2012 at Triveni Art Gallery,
New Delhi.

My own solo show happened in April 2013 at All India Fine Arts and Crafts Society

(AIFACS). Titled ‘Those Golden Years’ was a nostalgic trip for me and was based on my years
spent in Moscow at the University.

In 2016,

I organized my first International show, ‘Pratibimb-

Reflections’ at Lalit kala Akademi, New Delhi which had 32 artists from India, Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Russia, UK, USA, and Australia. A digital version of the same was displayed at the Stieglitz
Academy of Fine Arts in Saint Petersburg. In May-June 2017,

I was invited to curate ‘Desi Canvas’

– eight back to back shows of contemporary Indian artists in collaboration with ArtPlay Media,
Russia. In October 2017, I organized ‘Indian Contemporaries’ – a show of 349 art works by 44
Indian artists at the Art Russia 2017, held at Nizhny Novgorod, Russia with the support of the
Embassy of the Russian Federation in India in line with the celebration of the 70th year of
Diplomatic Relations between India and Russia.
Last year, in August-September 2018, I presented ‘India as a cultural destination’ in Vladimir,
Russia during the program ‘Russian Atlantis’ organized by Saint Petersburg Center for
Humanitarian Programs. On the trip, I also led the Indian team of

two ceramists to the International

Open fire ceramics festival, ‘Fire flowers’ (14 days) held at Nikitskiy Botanical Garden in Crimea,
Russia.

In December 2018, the show ‘Opening Russia 2019’ held at Arpana Fine Arts Gallery, New Delhi
marked the start of the traveling show of Russian Artists in India that for the next two months
travelled to Bikaner, Jaipur, Digha (Bengal) and Kota. The show was jointly organized by St.
Petersburg Center for Humanitarian Programs, Russian center of Science and Culture (RCSC), New
Delhi, Russian Embassy in India, Indian Embassy in Russia, Shryansy Manu International and other
local and International partners. The traveling show introduced Russian classical Plein air
landscapes and etchings to the Indian audience.

‘Temples of Spirits: India and Russia’ happened last year at the Indian Embassy in Moscow Russia
and its second edition this year is currently on display at the House of Roerich’s in Saint Petersburg,
Russia.
I was the curator for the solo show ‘Celebration. Yellow’ of Harmandeep Keerti that included
landscapes from his Plein air travels across cities on the Golden Circle, Russia in 2018 and Indian
cities of Bikaner, Dharamshala, Pune and Saharnpur. The show was held at The Stainless gallery in
March 2019.
Last year, I organized ‘I AM – Identity Art Marathon’ a 24 days multi-disciplinary art festival that
included four

exhibitions and

more than 40 art events that included workshops, talks, and

performances.
The objective is to bombard an individual with multiple art forms including painting, installation,
poetry, theatre, dastangoi, languages (Urdu script classes), music, and dance. Thus, contributing to
the creation of an individual’s identity with exposure to diverse forms of art and returning the focus
to experimentation and experience rather than specialization in niche identities.
This year’s edition will be held from 24th May to 16th June and shall have four shows again with
multiple art events.
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Selecting the art pieces, profiles of the
artists and curation, the entire
experience? What is the process?

FINALLY, YOUR
MESSAGE FOR
CULTURAL BONDS...

My selection of art works or even artists is
guided by the collection that I am planning
for. Obviously, there are logistics that can
guide the number of artists and their art
works involved. The size and material
selection can also depend on these reasons.
But a lot of my projects start randomly. The

BY JORDAN WATSON

initiator could be a chance meeting, a chance
opportunity, a chance dialogue… Lots of
chances but once there is a starting point
what follows is very intuitive and self
pronounced.

CULTURE IS NOT A
RIGID, TANGIBLE
THING. IT EVOLVES
AND SPEAKS
DIFFERENTLY TO
DIFFERENT PEOPLE.
INTERACTIONS
WITHIN THE
COMMUNITY AND
WITH THOSE BEYOND,
ALL CONTRIBUTE TO
ITS EVOLUTION. IT
SHOULD NOT BE
CONFUSED WITH
TRADITIONS AND
HABITS. IT SHOULD
BE LIKE A MOULD OF
CLAY – TO EACH
THEIR OWN.
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Royal Role Models
R O Y A L T Y I S W H A T S T I L L R U L E S T H E
W O R L D A N D T H E S E R O Y A L W O M E N
E P I T O M I Z E T H E C L A S S W I T H R E G A L
P E R S O N A L I T I E S . }

Divija Gupta is mighty impressed and writes about some royal
ladies, the world talks about.

PRINCESS MANOHARA
ODELIA PINOT
MALAYSIA
She is

an extremely popular , fashionista, famous model known as

Paris Hilton of Indonesia. Later she married Malaysian Kelantanese
Prince Tengku Muhammad Fakhry Petra. She was only 16 in 2008 when
she married Tengku Muhammad Fakhry Petra, the younger brother of
Sultan Muhammad V, the Kelantan monarch. But soon fairy tale had
gone wrong after loads of allegations of bitter abuse and blames, and she
eascaped to Indonesia in 2009. Living a life full of twists and turns, she
escaped to Indonesia in 2009. Constantly being in news for some
reasons, she is famous for her beauty and her eventful life. and her
various charity and social-impact causes too.

Pics credits: 2.bp.blogspot.com, /i.pinimg.com
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PRINCESS
ALEXANDRA
LUXEMBOURG
Her Royal Highness Princess Alexandra of Luxembourg, also wears titles of

Princess

of Nassau, Princess of Bourbon-Parma. Who despite keeping a low profile, is favourite
of people, press. Highly qualified, she is popular for her classic royal looks as well as
works. She was born on 16 February 1991 and is the fourth child and only daughter
of Grand Duke Henri and Grand Duchess Maria Teresa.
After studying psychology and social sciences in the United States, she received a
bachelor's degree in philosophy, with special interest for ethics and anthropology in
Paris. Her stint at work includes different but impactful profile. From the field of
journalism in the Middle East to an internship at the Security Council of the United
Nations in New York during the period when Luxembourg was a non-permanent
member, Princess has tremendous global exposure. Princess Alexandra is a volunteer in
helping refugees. Fifth in the line to the throne, Princess Alexandra is also a patron to
the Lëtzebuerger Déiereschutzliga and the Lëtzebuerger
BlannevereenegungFoundation.
Pic credits: wikipedia
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Nicknamed as the Dragon Queen of Bhutan, she is the youngest queen in the
world. She has been married to King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck for
eight years now and they indeed make a gorgeous couple. She is looked up as a
style icon with her trendy, snazzy and classy wardrobe of often discussed and
featured in Asian Media. The product of Regent's College in London, England,
the Queen is awe-striking in her public appearances alongside the King. The
product of Regent's College in London, England, the Queen

Pema is Patron of

the Royal Society for Protection of Nature also actively working with
charitable organizations, including Ability Bhutan Society, Bhutan Kidney
Association, and the Bhutan Red Cross Society.

QUEEN JETSUN PEMA
BHUTAN

By The Rashtrapati Bhavan - https://presidentofindia.nic.in/ wikipedia
Pics credits: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=71315203,
www.royalcoresspondent.com

PRINCESS CHARLENE
MONACO
Pics credits: wikimedia
Princess (born on 25 January 1978) is a Zimbabwean-South African
former Olympic swimmer and wife of Prince Albert II of Monaco.
Princess is revered for her iconic elegant beauty and mannerisms.
On 27 May 2011, the Special Olympics announced that Princess
Charlene had become global ambassador for the movement. Her role
involves creating worldwide opportunities and respect for people with
intellectual disabilities.
She married Prince Albert on 2nd July, 2011 but was having second
thoughts afterwards, though they are happily married now with two kids.
Being a swimmer herself before marriage, she believes in the super
strength that sports carry in changing lives of people.
Pics credits: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=26670906
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PRINCESS CHARLOTTE CASIRAGHI
MONACO SUBHEADING
The Princess always find mntion in the list of beautiful Royals across the globe. She has been
featured on the Vogue Cover in September 2011, ranked number 10 on the list of world’s most
eligible young women and has also been added to the list of 2006 International Best Dressed
List by Vanity Fair. She is often photographed at fashion events and art exhibitions .

2010 Global Champions Tour. The awards ceremony was held at the Palau de les Arts Reina
Sofía in Valencia, Spain.Pics credits: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=12607577
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Princess Sirivannavari Nariratana is the daughter of the
present king of Thailand, King Vajiralongkorn, but that's
hardly the only noteworthy thing about her. She's also an
internationally acclaimed fashion designer (She’s the
founder and creative director of her eponymous label,
Sirivannavari ), style diva, a dedicated prize-winning
equestrian, and a sportsperson. She even once played
professional badminton with her team winning the Gold
at the 2005 Southeast Asian Games. The delicate,
charming Disney princess also reveals fierce
determination and dedication to excel in almost
everything in addition to performing her traditional royal
duties.The princess shares love for dogs and horses.

moc.eciohcrotide.www//:sptth

,moc.topsgolb.ylimaflayordlrow//:sptth :stiderc sciP

PRINCESS SIRIVANNAVARI
NARIRATANA, THAILAND
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Maharani Gayatri Devi
India
Extraordinary! Unconventional! Classy!…Born into enormous wealth, Maharani Gayatri
Devi chose to use her wealth to help those in need. Despite being a symbol of India's feudal
past, she decided to be an active participant in Indian democracy.
Elegant and graceful in her sarees and sometimes in khaki pants, Gayatri Devi was listed
by Vogue as one of the most beautiful women in the world.
She was the first person to start wearing saris made of chiffons? But her greatest passion
was for shoes. She had hundreds of pairs and still went on ordering them from Ferragamo
in Florence. She always knew the best place to buy anything and she shopped all over the
world. One of India's most elegant, independent and modern Maharanis, Gayatri Devi was
born on May 23, 1919 in London. She got married to Sawai Man Singh II Bahadur on
9 May 1940.
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GROWING UP WITH MEXICAN MUSIC
Ponxo Taifa, Founder, Radio Taiffa playing world music
from tradicional, folk to all the enre of music, shares his
love for music...his growing-up years listening to the
Mexican music
I START LISTENING TO

MELODIES…

My first contact with the folk music of Mexico was
unquestionably was my father's contribution, his
love for music, as well as playing on a Turntable
Records from The Beatles, Elvis Presley to other
rock bands from the fifties.
The popular Mexican Rock n Roll bands, some
prominent ones were Rocking Devil's, Teen Toops
or Rebeldes del Ritmo were on my top list, but my
first list of favourits were the music of Mariachis
or Trios of Boleros, Oscar Chavez, a singer who
played South American music as Sones hustecos,
Jarochos.

Mecian Rock ‘n’ Roll was also

influenced by resident counterculture, seeded by
the rise of international rock 'n' roll around the
1960's and nurtured by political unrest in the
nation.
OSCAR CHAVEZ who is also an actor led the
musical events amonst the

youth

of the 60's,

student meetings and was always a reluctant
artista.

Demonstrating against the governments of

those years that were characterized by corruption,
intolerance and authoritarianism, his music also
included the political satire, the double meaning in
its lyrics and even new reinterpretations of Norteña
music, Tangos and other authors of Mexico city.
Oscar Chavez was the one who opened to me the
music scene of the southern continent, but more
recently he has participated with rock bands like
Los Rastrillos or La Castañeda. But before
reaching these bands, Oscar Chaves came pushing
the folk music with other artists like Amparo
Ochoa or El Negro Ojeda among many others.
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MUSIC INSPIRATIONS FROM FARAWAYS
At the same time in my parents' house the tropical orchestras were also
played, the Sonora Santanera, tropical music from Mexico
choice

was the preferred

but also Mexican gold film artists, Javier Solis, Pedro Infante and

Jorge Negrete were beautiful to listen to. Boleros Rancheros accompanied
by Maiachis created waves throughout the country and it was not surprising
that they were influential amonst the contemporary groups and the North
American bands too, so I perceive that was the way Mexican Rock was born
and by that was the dynamics of all its subgenres.

THE GREAT WAVE OF AMERICAN ROCK of the 70's invaded Mexico
entering by the border of Tijuana - San Diego, guitarist Javier Batiz was the
leader of this movement along with a lot of other border bands. Legend tell
that Javier had on bass a young man from Guadalajara (a city in western
Mexico) , who would later become one of the most important guitarists on
the world stage, Carlos Santana. Afterwards, social problems and national
politics found prominent place in the lyrics of these young people, mostly in
English. Alex Lora and his band “The Three Souls in my Mind” innovated
with the themes in Spanish language, mentioning the problems of young
people on several occasions (and I think that has not changed) dealt with
problems with the repressive government, the authoritarian families and the
conservative habits.

Alex Lora then changed the name of the band to simply

"El Tri" .

MUSIC
INSPIRATIONS
FROM
FARAWAY
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Another important contribution was made by other border musician from Tamaulipas
and Texas, his name is Jaime Lopez, who has created a lot of songs with the depth
and the musical accentuation of the lyrics in their songs, playing with the regional
accents and the folk culture of their place of origin.
Comes another band from the Mexico City called Botellita de Jerez and that performs
a fusion far more interesting with the rhythms of Rock, Metal, Blues and traditional
Mexican music, Boleros, Rancheras and even Cumbias.
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FOLK AND ROCK
Folk music merged with Rock and fusión music in the Spanish
language, generating an identity for contemporary Mexican Music that
allowed other genres to break through - like the Punk, Gothic,
Progressive to Jazz.

AT THE END OF THE 90´s the traditional music reappears with an
album called Xquenda by Claudia Martinez, resuming themes of
indigenous tradition of the Oaxacan Isthmus in its original language,
followed by the Oaxaqueñas Lila Down's and Susana Harp with
acoustic arrangements even with jazz and making more fusions with
contemporary rhythms.
Also the ethnomusicologist Jorge Reyes used samplers with indigenous
songs and electronic atmospheres opening the ethnic music scene and
putting it on the new world platforms.
IN ESSENCE, CONTEMPORARY MEXICAN MUSIC is a mestizaje
(cultural amalgamation) of rhythms and songs, from rhythm to Cuban
son, Ska, Pop, Boleros, Jazz, Tropical orchestras, Progressive rock
bands, ethnic music and more, these have resulted mostly from the
gratitude of music lover people of the country.
The music is not only a reflection of the society that creates it, but it
accompanies each other through the history.

THE MUSIC OF 90'S
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RADIO TAIFFA´S MUSIC
LIBRARY
This is a list with the editions sent by world music labels through Transglobal World Music Chart
by specialist agencies or by the same artisties
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PHOTOGRAPHY
CULTURE CURATORS

YANNIS BEHRAKIS
CREATIVE AND DARING CAPTURES!

CAPTURING LIFE THROUGH HIS LENS, YANNIS BEHRAKIS LEAVES
AN ASTOUNDING LEGACY BEHIND! DIVIJA GUPTA IS IMPRESSED
AND WRITES ABOUT THE LEGENDARY PHOTOGRAPHER.

Portrait By Christos Loufopoulos/ WIKIMEDIA

“My mission is
to tell you the
story and then
you decide what
you want to do.
My mission is to
make sure that
nobody can say,
‘I didn’t know’.”
Yannis Behrakis
YANNIS BEHRAKIS,
PULITZER-WINNING
PHOTOJOURNALIST AT REUTERS,
WHO WAS KNOWN TO BE ONE OF THE
BEST OF HIS GENERATION WITH THE
MOST CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC
REPRESENTATION OF ANY EVENT A
NORMAL PERSON COULD EVER
THINK OF.

By Divija Gupta

IMAGE COURTESY: PINTEREST
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The legendary photojournalist

18

passed away on 2nd March, 2019
at the age of 58 after a long battle
with cancer leaving all of the
people who worked with him, his
fans, his followers and even his
rivals shell-shocked.
The photojournalist was highly
and deeply dedicated to his
passion, to his work throughout
his media career spanning over 30
years, so much so that even if
would cost his life to capture that
impeccable shot, he wouldn’t
think twice. And it’s that
charismatic heroism and
allegiance, which won him
accolades and laurels.
Straight from capturing conflicts
in Afghanistan and Chechnya, to a
huge earthquake in Kashmir to
uprising in Egypt to refugee crisis
(winning his team Pulitzer in
2016), he had captured all through
his lens throughout his
professional career.
Many a times, while shooting, he
escaped death, escaped gunshots
with a journalist friend or
survived ambush attacks, but it
never deterred him from capturing
shots which could give his readers
a live view of the event. Maybe
this is the reason that why he was
never short of telling stories. He
used to work day and night to
capture that perfect shot, even
during wee hours in order to
define his professionalism and set
standards for his colleagues who
were going to work with Reuters
in future.

Imges Credits : Wikimedia
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Iranian women pray at the site in Masala square where the body to Ayatollah Khomeini lies in state, in
Tehran, Iran, June 5, 1989. / REUTERS/Yannis Behrakis/File photo

A TRUE JOURNALIST AND
PHOTOGRAPHER IN EVERY SENSE,
YANNIS BEHRAKIS HAS ACTUALLY SET
AN EXAMPLE OF DEDICATION AND
PASSION WHEN IT COMES TO WORK.
MAY HIS SOUL REST IN PEACE
He also has a number of
prestigious awards in his kitty like
the World Press Photo in 2000,
Bayeux-Calvados in 2016, and
Photographer of the Year by the

Ethnic Albanian Fluter Pllana, (18 at the time), cries in front of the burning house of her uncle
after Serbian police and troops set fire to the house after encircling and shelling the village of
Stitarica, northeast of the regional capital Pristina

Guardian in 2015 and a lot more
to count. He’s survived by his
wife and two kids.
A true journalist and photographer
in every sense, Yannis Behrakis
has actually set an example of
dedication and passion when it
comes to work. May his soul rest
in peace!

Picscredits:https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/in
dex.php?curid=77103420
Reuters
https://www.independent.co.uk, Reuters
Paula Radcliffe cries in a vehicle after retiring from the women's marathon at the
Athens 2004 Olympic Games
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THAILAND & INDIA
FOOD CULTURE TRAVEL

I AM VEG!

NO WORRIES! LET’S EXPLORE AND
SAVOUR THE SUPER-AMAZING INDIAN
AND THAI VEGETARIAN DISHES AND
RESTAURANTS IN THAILAND…

FOOD IS LIFE!
Food is life! Happiness! Passion!

COOKING IS AN
ART!
“Food is maybe the only universal

Nature! It’s also about

thing that really has the power to

togetherness! And it’s not only

bring everyone together. The

about spices and ingredients! Let

people get together to eat from all

it be a bit exaggeration, if we say,

cultures, from everywhere around

Food is life!

the world.” Guy Fieri
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GREEN
PLATTERS
With the world getting closer and smaller, most of
the countries are the hot-pot of myriad cultures and
religions; one can eat many varieties of food
inspired from different parts of the globe. Cooking is
an art! The culinary variety is unimaginable and
profound. The bon-vivant food enthusiasts are
always hungry for rich taste and refined platters,
especially on a trip/ travel. But what if you don’t find
food of your choices? Surely the trip is ruined. No
doubt about that.

NOT ABLE TO
COMPLETE THE
ENTIRE EXHAUSTIVE
LIST OF
RESTAURANTS
SERVING
VEGETARIAN
DISHES, HERE ARE A
FEW RESTAURANTS
IN BANGKOK
OFFERING VEG
DISHES AND CAN BE
SAVIOURS FOR
VEGETARIAN
TRAVELERS.
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Add a
littl

PRATUNAM SHOPPING
DISTRICT OF BANGKOK.
INDIAN VEG RESTAURANTS

CHiANG MAI

Delhi Darbar
Kurry Culture

INDIAN VEG RESTAURANTS
Le Spice
Raj Darbar

Sanjha Chulha
THAI VEG RESTAURANTS
Zaika (Thai and Indian)

THAI VEG RESTAURANTS
Aubaon Vegetarian Food
Aum
Bodhi Zen

CHAROEN KRUNG AREA
INDIAN VEG RESTAURANTS
Himali Cha Cha & sons
Royal India

SILOM
INDIA VEG RESTAURANTS
Annapurna
BANGKOK
SUKHUMVIT AREA…
INDIAN VEG RESTAURANTS
Akbar
Bawarchi
Best Kashmir Restaurant

Tandoor
THAI VEG RESTAURANTS
Anothai Vegetarian restaurant & Bakery
Issaya
Blue elephant restaurant Sathorn area
Nahm Restaurant

Dosa King
THAI VEG RESTAURANTS
Khun Churn Vegetarian @Sukhmavit@42
Na Aroon
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THAI VEGAN
DISHES…
Those who voyage deeper into the world of
vibrant Thai cuisine, find there are amazing
vibrant vegetarian recipes rich with irresistible
ingredients, tastes and flavours. Let’s steer you
towards some tempting Thai vegan dishes…

PAD PHAK (STIR-FRIED
VEGETABLES)
The classic Thai delicacy! Though, some
may find Pad Phak a bit bland, as generally
Thai dishes are full of variety of aromatic
flavours but this stir-fried vegetables dish
blends flavours of sweet and sour, with a
spoonful of sugar, salt and some spices
beautifully.

Pak Boong
(Morning Glory)
Fresh like a beautiful glorious morning! And
delicious! Containing very healthy ingredients
like soybean paste, soy sauce, garlic, chilies
and more, it tastes like salty and spicy. At
times, made with oyster sauce, Pak Boong,
packed with healthy flavours is sure going to
make your mornings more healthy and
colourful!

Gang Boon Bia Jay
(Vegetarian Curry)
Thai curries always find mention in anything related
to food and cuisines and are packed with a great doze
of proteins and super taste. Green Curry, Panang
Curry and Massaman Curry are just a few
yummilicious curries which can be said to be star
value of Thai cuisine. Coconut milk to soften them,

Pics credits: Wikipedia

curry paste to spice them, tamarind to add a sour
note, and these curries are must-haves.
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THAILAND & INDIA
THAILAND TOURISM CULTURE
FOOD

HERBS
&
HEALTH
THAI HERBS HAVE ALWAYS PLAYED

MEANINGFULL AND SIGNIFICANT ROLES IN
THAI CUISINE AND HEALTHCARE,.
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TRAVERSE THAILAND AND
DELVE INTO THE
FASCINATING WORLD OF
HERBS, HEALTH, AND
MEDICINAL TEA
CONTRIBUTING TO THE
HEALTH OF WORLD.
CHIANG RAI, SAKON
NAKHON, PRACHIN BURI
AND SURAT THANI ARE
SOME OF THE
OUTSTANDING PLACES
KNOWN FOR HERBS AND
ALSO FOR DIFFERENT
CHARACTERS AND
CHARMS.

Tea is a favourite with all. Hot tea
or cold tea is consumed by a huge
number of people all over the globe
– anytime, anywhere. The everincreasing tea trends are always
driven by the awareness of its
health benefits recommended by
experts. The presence of high level
of antioxidants, polyphenols,

ROLLED OOLONG TEA LEAVES

ability to reduce cholesterol in

CHIANG RAI

blood, and power to boost your
brain, makes a cuppa of tea irresistible!

Y e l l o w
e a c h

T e a :

b u d

t h r o u g h

White Tea is made from two young

d r y i n g .

white-covered unfolded leaves and

g i v e s

a bud. The leaves go through pan

T h e

a r e
p a n

p l u c k e d
f i r i n g ,

T h e

t h e

f i r s t

t e a

l e a v e s

a n d

m o r e

o f

g o

r o l l i n g

e n c a s i n g
f a r

s i x

a n d

a n d
s t e a m i n g

m e l l o w

t a s t e .
B l a c k

firing, rolling and drying to

l e a v e s

maintain its peculiar aroma and

f o r e s t

flavour.

WIKIMEDIA
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T h i s
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05
“Miang Tea” is prepared
traditionally with allusive
young fermented tea leaves.
Soaked in night overnight,
these leaves are infused
with a delicate flavor
devoid of

strong leafy

flavours.
Choui Fong Tea Plantation
is spectacular with a
panoramic view of
plantation fields, and means
“Lush Green Mountain” in
Chinese. It offers good
food, desserts and a variety
of tea. The tea tastes here
awesome as it’s created
with the 40-years tea
expertise handed down
through generations.
Doi Mae Salong, the cradle
of Chiang Rai’s tea legend.
Dive into the stimulating
vibes...Walk through an
Oolong tea plantation.
Singha Park a picturesque
glory of Chiang Rai! Its
240-acre tea plantation

18

produces famous Jin Xuan
Oolong Tea variety from
Taiwan. The tea plantation
focuses on organic farming.
Rai Ruen Rom Organic
Farm is literally a
“Sustainable Living
Center”, the organic farm
inspires a healthy living!
Vegetables, rice (its
specialty), White Mugwort
(this Chinese traditional

1 A small tea pot steeping charcoal fire oolong/ credit Jon/ Wikimedia
2 Fresh galangal root credit By Piano non> Wikimedia
3 A patient relaxes near a historical building, a former residence of the
lord governor of Cambodia's town of Battambang, which serves as a
museum and medicine dispensing unit at the Chao Phya
Abhaibhubejhr

medicine herb can cure
cancer).
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1 Phrik khi nu or "bird's eye chillies" in Thailand 2 Phrik yuak 3 1.
A plate of raw vegetables and herbs, together with nam
phrik kapi, is often served as a free complimentary dish at southern Thai eateries / wikimedia.

SAKON NAKHON
SAKON NAKHON, OR “SAKON TAWAPEE”, IS A
HOME TO AN ABUNDANCE OF HERBS. NO
WONDER, SAKON NAKHON IS FAMOUS FOR ITS
WISDOM AND DHARMA-GUIDED LIFE.
The blue shade of indigo is taken from two species of indigo plants; namely, Kram
Noi which yields a light blue color and Kram Fak Trong, which yields a bluishpurple color. Sakon Nakhon is the country’s biggest plantation for indigo.
Herbal medicine at the Arokhayasala Clinic in Wat Kham Pramong, herbal
medicine to cure cancer is amazingly displayed.
Herb Garden in the Phu Phan Royal Development Study Center is a mélange of
herbs. These wonderful array of species of local herbs that can cure different
symptoms, like the Sanjeevani leaves can treat colds, help blood circulation, cure
asthma; Boraphet is used for heart ailments, reduce blood sugar; Long Pepper treats
asthma, and its vine can relieve fatigue and abdominal pain, or get on a tram for an
easy ride.
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Boraphet
Credit:
123rf.com

PRACHIN BURI
A gorgeous and prosperous land, where the
Prachin Buri river slowly runs through, is a
proud bearer of precious heritage of herbs

SURAT THANI

traditional medicines accessible to all.
Abhaibhubejhr Herbal Center caters to the
traditional experience imbibed with
Western technology is what makes herbal
products stand out here. The Center
provides a wide range of herbal
pharmaceuticals - from medicines,
cosmetics, health supplements, herbal
beverages to herbal gifts for healthconscious people. Some of the herbs Phak
Bia Yai or Purslane nourishes and adds
moisture to the skin, Barbed Grass
strengthens the vagina; lotus, bamboo and

Surat Thani is a magic land
blessed by Mother Nature.
Ban Khao Wong in Ban Ta
Khun District cultivates
organic turmeric farming
inherited through generations
using no chemicals and
paying respect to nature for
the best results.
INFO COURTSEY:
Tourism authority of
Thailand

rice for rejuvenating youthfulness, and
Mangosteen for killing viruses.
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THAILAND TRAVEL FOOD &
CULTURE

THAI
8GEMS

Thailand also known as the land of the “Smiles”
and the “Paradisiac Beaches” is also blessed with
several awesome idiosyncratic facets, which can
be called

GEMS!

E v e r y
i s

r i c h

c o u n t r y
w i t h

e x c l u s i v e ,
o u t s t a n d i n g
a t t r i b u t e s
i t s

i n

c u l t u r a l -

s o c i o
l a n d s c a p e s ,
a r t s

a n d

c r a f t s ,
t r a d i t i o n s
a n d

h e r i t a g e ,

p e o p l e

a n d

l i f e s t y l e
a s p e c t s ,
p e r s p e c t i v e s ,
e x p r e s s i o n s . . .

The must-do, must-have,
must-see activities
The MahaNakhon skyscraper in
BangkokA
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THAI FOOD
Thai food has been influenced by varied food cultures.
Central Thailand’s cooking style has been influenced by
Indian, Persian and Chinese styles that resulted from
ancient trading commerce.
Northern Thailand’s cooking styles has been very much
influenced by Southern China and the Tai Yai (an ethnic
group living along the border of Myanmar and Thailand).
Southern Thailand has been also influenced by Muslim
culture, while the Northeastern Thailand has been
influenced from Lao PDR.

INGRDIENTS FOR HEALTH
A stall at a wet market in Chiang
Mai selling a wide selection of dishes

EATING
ON
THE
STREET

Herbs such as sweet basil can help
reduce inflammation and swelling, and
can boost appetite. Lemongrass found

Consider three angles First, the

mostly in soups and spicy salad,

dishes are mostly comfort food,

Eggplant and Kaffir lime leaves are

quick snacks and drinks. Second,
service is fast as most Thai food can

used to scent tom yum and other soups,

be cooked in a minute with the

and Curries are used for their

same style of fast food that you can

carminative benefits and help blood

either grab and go and finish it

flow. Found in almost every Thai dish

quickly. Third the inexpensive
prices that makes street food so

are garlic ingredients and bird’s-eye

affordable and attractive.

chili.

Thai rice noodles

SEASONINGS
Curry pastes are the traditional way
of smashing ten ingredients in a
mortar till they are all combined
together. Palo dishes, for example,
need five essential spices including
Star Anise, Cloves, Chinese
cinnamon, Sichuan pepper, and
Fennel seeds.

LOCAL REGIONAL PRODUCTS
Northern Thailand with highlands and cold climate is
conducive to growing tea, coffee, and temperate fruits such
as apple, peach, and strawberry etc. Even though Robusta
coffee is widely grown in Southern Thailand, premiumgrade Arabica is grown on the hills in the North. Famous
crops include those from Doi Chang in Chiang Rai and
Huai Hom in Mae Hong Son. Most of the tea in Thailand is
also grown in the North.
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THAI
FESTIVALS
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FESTS
During the three lunar months of the rainy
season, when monks are required to remain

BUDDHIST LENT

in the temple and in the past the electrical
did not cover all the area so devout
Buddhists bring candles to the monks to do

THE
FLOWER
OFFERING
TRADITION
AT
PHRA PHUT THABAT DISTRICT
religious ceremony.

IIn the afternoon of Buddhist
Lent Day, local folks a Phra
Phut Thabat offer “Dok Khao
Phansa” to the monks. These
beautiful flowers, which bloom
only during Buddhist Lent,
delight with their colors:
yellow, white, and rare purple.

UBON
RATCHATHANI
CANDLE FESTIVAL
The festival is highlighted by a parade of
the beautifully carved wax candles, a
visit to the renowned candle-carving
village, the display of wax candle
masterpieces produced by various artists,
a visit to the Ubon Ratchathani Museum.

END
OF
BUDDHIST
LENT (OK PHANSA)
Ok Phansa marks the end of the
“rains retreat.” It signals the time
when monks can return to their usual
social duties and travel. People also
celebrate Ok Phansa by offering food
to the monks in a ritual called “Tak
Bat Devo.”
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THE CHONG PARA FESTIVAL
Celebrated in Northern Thailand, the word
“Chong Para” comes from the Thai Yai
dialect meaning “the monk’s castle”. The
festival recreates the incident when the
Buddha returned to earth from Daowadeung
heaven.

THE ILLUMINATED
BOAT PROCESSION
NAKHON PHANOM
The Illuminated Boat
Procession is an ancient
tradition of the Isan

NAGA FIREBALL FESTIVAL NONG
KHAI
When a number of fireballs
burst from the bottom of the
Mekong River – There are
so many other festivals like
Chak Phra Festival, Surat
Thani , Songkran Festival.

(Northeastern) people.
The event is held on the
Mekong river,
considered the most
important river in
Nakhon Phanom
province. This is
because the lives of the
folks here have always
been intertwined with
the river.

70
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THAILAND

COME TOGETHER FOR PRAYERS,
MEDITATION, TRADITIONS, CULTURES,
FUN ARCHITECTURE AND PEACEE

.Experience the colors of the East in heritage, spa indulgence, gourmet,
adventure, diving, contemporary and Oriental art, affordable creative funfilled activities, and range of cultural performances which are distinctively
exclusive for an unforgettable experience of a lifetime. One can appreciate
sacred festivals of each region as well as the wide variety of folk
performances, rare Thai folk dances also Khon Thai masked dance, Thai
martial art show, Thai puppet show, and other local arts and crafts.

FOR A FUN-TRIP

The local vehicle experience
provides not only fun and
amusement for visitors but
also promotes environmental
tourism under the “7 Greens”
concept. For instance, a
tricycle, an energy-saving and
safety local vehicle that helps
reduce global warming, is a
joy to ride in as the
passengers also learn about
the history, custom, and
traditions of the locality as
narrated by the driver.
The Thai tuk-tuk well known
the world over other than the
typical taxi. Travel by tuk-tuk
to visit a mall or a temple,
and enjoy a thrilling open-air
ride.

Inside of Iconsiam, one of the most
luxurious shopping centre in Bangkok
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MARKET FAIR

A market with days of trading fixed for some
days or sometimes is called a market fair day,

HIKE MAGAZINE

LONG - TAILED
BOAT TRIPS THA
TIEN/THA CHANG
BANGKOK
Bangkok was once
recognized as “the Venice
of the East” because of
its rivers and waterways
system.

ELEPHANT RIDING
AYUTTHAYA
Nothing matches than being

HORSE - DRAWN
CARRIAGES, PIG
PEN BUS, I – TRACT

“touched” by the joy of
(“I-tract” in Isan language

riding the elephant and
sightseeing sitting on the

is a term used to name a

elephant’s back the historic

modified pushcart with a

old town from a high corner

seat, but no roof for the

most popular and historic

purpose of transporting

sites in the World Heritage

agriculture stuff.)

Site of Ayutthaya.
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THAI WAYS OF LIFE
Cultural monuments, heritage,
landmarks, historical buildings
take us back to our past and
helps understand better to an
extent, present way of life.
Witness the enigmatic and
exclusive local wisdom and
traditional lifestyles that have
been well practiced and
preserved amidst the complex
lifestyle. Visiting Thailand is
truly the gateway to traveling
back in time to explore the
traditional lifestyle, cultural
rituals, beliefs, local way of
life, attitudes, and values

Rice fields

Include
these
places
to
get
familiarize
with
the
Thai
ways
of
life…

Ban Bang Phlap, Ban Rim
Khlong Samut Songkhram,
Ban Na Ton Chan Sukhothai,
Ban Mae Lana, Mae Hong
Son, Thai Phuan Ban Chiang,
Udon Thani, Ban Sri Na Pan
Nan, Khlong Roi Sai, Surat
Thani, Ban Ko Klang Krabi,
Elephant Village (mu ban
chang). Ban Ta Klang, Surin,
floating market (traditional
way along the river), Khlong
Bangkok, Noi Bangkok.

S
T
R
A
I
A
H
T
The essence of
Thainess can be
experienced
through various art
forms and priceless
treasures of
Thailand, Thai
culture and handson Thai activities.
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MURAL ART

THAI DANCES

shading or shadows, most of

Classical dances and folk dances can also be

the mural paintings are found

grouped based on the region of their origin, as

on the walls of Buddhist

each region has its own style. The Northern style

temples, and therefore usually

dance is typically slow and graceful, while in the

have religious references.

Northeast the rhythm is faster. Southern dances

Visit Wat Chaisi, Khon Kaen

are very refined and usually have a story to tell,
while in the Central Region, dances enact the daily

in the central region, Wat

activities of the people.

Phra Kaeo, wall paintings at
Wat Phumin, Nan.

A depiction of a white elephant in 19th century Thai art.
By Anonymous (Thailand) - Walters Art Museum

THAI THEATER

KHON SALA CHALERMKRUNG
BANGKOK
Sala Chalermkrung was Thailand’s
first theater, opened in 1933. Here,
many entertainment programs have

THAI THEATER

been showcased, and the theater is still
lively and thriving today.
SIAM NIRAMIT IN BANGKOK
AND PHUKET
BAN TAWAI VILLAGE CHIANG
MAI Ban Tawai village was awarded
the OTOP Tourism Village of
Thailand because of its unique
character as the wood-carving village.
Various kinds of handicrafts, bronze
ware, furniture, pottery, lacquer ware
etc.
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SILVERWARE ETCHING CHIANG MAI Chiang Mai is known for its
meticulous silverware, and in the past, the clinking sound of etching was a
common part of the atmosphere
SI SATCHANALAI GOLD SUKHOTHAISI Satchanalai was a glorious district
during the Sukhothai era, famed for its gold production. Si Satchanalai gold art
is not only personal accessories, but also extends to wall decorations, sculpture,
textiles, and painting.
LEARN MUAY THAI Muay Thai is not only a type of sport, but also an art
form. Under the Muay Thai umbrella are many variations, and each region has
its own Muay Thai style. In the Central Region, the “Muay Lop Buri”
movements are fast, focusing on swift punches.

FAIRTEX PATTAYA CHON BURI Fairtex is a leading name in the world of Muay
Thai and offers superb training facilities. The complex in Pattaya has four Olympicsize boxing rings, a spacious practice area, and world-class trainers offering private
coaching.
HANDMADE UMBRELLAS Bo Sang village is home to the world famous
umbrellas, paper lamps, and fans made from sa paper, handmade and hand-painted
by the local artists.
EARTHENWARE Earthenware made in Si Satchanalai and Sukhothai during the
Sukhothai era is referred to as Sangkhalok. Many of them, as well as the kilns they
were fired in, have been unearthed in Sukhothai province, which was the hub of
earthenware at the time, exporting its products to world over.
PRODUCTS FROM SACICT AND ROYAL PROJECTS His Majesty the King
issued the royal decree for the establishment of the Support Arts and Crafts
International Center of Thailand (SACICT) in 2003 to promote Thai folk arts and
crafts for export.
THAI TEXTILE
BATIK FABRIC
KRACHUT BASKETRY Lepironia articalata, called krachut in Thai, is a type of
sedge plant found in the Southern region of Thailand. It is the perfect material for
basketry because it is quite durable and flexible, making it easy to weave.
TIE-DYED FABRIC, KIRIWONG VILLAGE
MUD-SOAKED FABRIC, NA TON CHAN VILLAGE Mud-soaked fabric is the
highlight art of Na Ton Chan village in Sukhothai province. It originated from the
fact that in the past, when the farmers returned home after working in the fields,
they noticed that the mud-soaked part of their clothes was softer than the rest.
MO HOM FABRIC Mo hom or indigo cloth is a widely used fabric in Northern
Thailand.
SA PAPER MADE FROM ELEPHANT DUNG

THAI WISDOM
Thailand is audaciously shifting to a data-rich and modern society, but the age-old
traditional Thailand as a Buddhist country is worthy for discovering a meaningful
angle of life. While there is much scope for rediscovering the identity of the
regional culture and local wisdom such as Thai cuisine! Its nutritional values and
medicinal dimensions that have been practiced as an art of living and handed down
from generations to generations can be accentuated and explored.

MUSEUMS OF THAI
WISDOM
The unique experiences that created what we
call local knowledge, abilities and skills,
beliefs and faith, form the foundation of our
living, beliefs and values. From these
experiences, wisdom was gained and refined,
and eventually passed on the future
generations.
Visit Rattanakosin exhibition hall, National
Museum Bangkok, Museum Siam, National
Museum of Royal Barges, Siriraj Medical
Museum.

Thai Wellness

It shows remarkable progress in cementing its status as the
“Health Tourism Hub of Asia” wishing to fulfill the
spiritual wellbeing of the people.

As the element of

Thainess and service-mind of the Thai people perform as
the salutary medical doctor in the spa business.

Pics Credits: Wikipedia, muangthai4u.blogspot.com
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